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Which of the following best describes what type of case report this is?: An unexpected event in the course of observing or treating a patient

Has the case been reported coherently?: Yes

Is the case report authentic?: Yes

Is the case report ethical?: Yes

Is there any missing information that you think must be added before publication?: Yes

Is this case worth reporting?: No

Is the case report persuasive?: Yes

Does the case report have explanatory value?: Yes

Does the case report have diagnostic value?: Yes

Will the case report make a difference to clinical practice?: Yes

Is the anonymity of the patient protected?: Yes

Comments to authors:

Page 2. In Abstract, correct „osteotomy“, which is twice

In Operative technique you sad that you need et least 2 cm enough space for two locking pliers. Clarify way is not sufficient one locking pliers. It is role two? Also, longitudinal osteotomy was 10 cm, it is always in of? It depends of bone ingrown of femoral stem, and probably length of femur. I suggest clarify these points during discussion.

I also suggest some instruction for after treatment, according your surgical technique
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Dear Editor

I suggest publish this new surgical method after minor corection.

Sincerely

Miroslav Hašpl